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Abstract This paper presents details of our solutions to the task IV of NIPS 2017
Competition Track that is called Classifying Clinically Actionable Genetic Muta-
tions. It aims at classifying genetic mutations based on text evidence from clinical
literature. A novel multi-view machine learning framework with ensemble classi-
fication models is proposed to solve this problem. During this Challenge, feature
combinations deriving from three views including document view, entity text view,
and entity name view to complement each other are comprehensively explored. Fi-
nally, an ensemble of 9 basic gradient boosting models win in the comparisons. Our
approach scored 0.5506 and 0.6694 in Logarithmic Loss on a fixed split of stage-1
testing phase and 5-fold cross validation respectively, which is ranked as a top-3
team in NIPS 2017 Competition Track IV.

1 Introduction

The NIPS 2017 Competition Track IV arises from gene mutation classification 1 us-
ing Natural Language Processing (NLP). Gene mutation classification aims at dis-
tinguishing the mutations that contribute to tumor growth (drivers) from the neutral
mutations (passengers), is a significant problem in Precision Medicine. For instance,
identifying the type of gene mutations are helpful in determining whether a molec-
ular tumor emerges or what kind of drugs are available to treat it. For the purpose of
classifying clinically actionable genetic mutations, the related research biomedical
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articles can be regarded as a wealth of knowledge [18]. Currently, this interpretation
of genetic mutations is being done manually. This is a quite time-consuming task
where a clinical pathologist has to manually review and classify every single genetic
mutation based on evidence from articles2.

The Competition Track releases a dataset of oncogenes [9], their correspond-
ing mutations and related articles obtained from PubMed, an online biomedical
literature repository. The goal is to ask participants to design machine learning
approaches which can predict class labels for gene mutation samples very well.
The target classes are predefined by the Challenge organizer Memorial Sloan Ket-
tering Cancer Center (MSKCC). Specifically, they are Gain-of-function, Likely
Gain-of-function, Loss-of-function, Likely Loss-of-function, Neutral, Likely Neu-
tral, Switch-of-function, Likely Switch-of-function, Inconclusive. Therefore, it is a
multi-class classification task.

Basically, this competition can be viewed as a text classification task based on
clinical descriptions of gene mutations. However, the problem we faced with is more
challenging than traditional document classification problem that is handled by natu-
ral language processing benchmarks. After analyzing the dataset carefully, we make
the following three useful observations about the difficulties of the task.

• Different samples may share the same text entry, while their class labels are en-
tirely different. From the statistics shown in Figure 1, there are a bunch of similar
cases that various samples share the same text. Instead of mining knowledge from
original documents, more evidence from other perspective is necessary.

• Each sample was associated with an extremely long document with a large
amount of noisy information that makes the problem cannot be easily addressed.
As the word count distribution that is shown in Figure 2, documents generally
contain much more sentences than normal text classification dataset [25].

• While a gene and its corresponding label distribution over classes could be a
great hint in the prediction, the fact that there are only a few overlapped samples
in training and testing set makes the distribution is useless. Basically, we can
only summarize effective features from characters through entity names.

In order to deal with above challenges, a multi-view ensemble classification
framework is proposed. Concretely, we extracted prior knowledge about genes and
mutations globally from the sentences that have mentioned the specific genes or
mutations in the text collection. Hence, we are able to design text features not only
for the original document view but also for the entity (gene/mutation) text view to
solve the first two difficulties above-mentioned. To make full use of the entity name
information, the third view for names are also explored using word embedding or
character-level n-gram encoding. Furthermore, we mainly combine features derived
from three views to implement basic classification models and exploit features from
each view as a complementary of others. After that, we ensemble the basic models
together by strategies to boost the final accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces main nota-
tions, validation dataset, and evaluation metric. In Section 3, multi-view text mining

2 https://www.kaggle.com/c/msk-redefining-cancer-treatment
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Fig. 1 Distribution of the counts of common text. The head of the distribution is shown here.
When we give all the observed text a unique id, the most common text is used more than 50 times
by gene mutation samples.

Fig. 2 Distribution of the text entry lengths. The median value of word count per text is 6,743
while the maximum word count in a text is 77,202.
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Table 1 main notations used in this paper

Symbols Definition
x feature vector

xD feature vector in original document view

xET feature vector in entity text view

xET
g gene feature vector in entity text view

xET
m mutation feature vector in entity text view

xEN feature vector in entity name view

xEN
g gene feature vector in entity name view

xEN
m mutation feature vector in entity name view

N the number of samples

M the number of classes

yi j binary indicator whether label j is true for sample i

pi j predicted probability of assigning label j to sample i

T r training set

T v validation set

T s testing set

p̂v
i j predicted probability for validation set data

p̂s
i j predicted probability for testing set data

α linear combination parameter for basic models

approach is proposed to solve the above-mentioned problems for gene mutation
classification. Model ensemble methods are presented in Section 4. Empirical study
and analysis are provided in Section 5. Eventually, several conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Notations

Table 1 lists some main notations all through the paper. In the paper, genes, muta-
tions, and their corresponding documents are respectively denoted by g, m, and d.
Each sample is constructed by a triplet < gene,mutation,document >. The feature
vector generated for each sample is denoted as the vector x. Feature vectors in the
three views can be represented as xD, xET , and xEN respectively. With notations
presented in Table 1, our problem can be explicitly defined as:

Definition Given sample sets {< gi,mi,di >}N
i=1, our aim is to generate feature

vectors {xD
i ,xET

i ,xEN
i }N

i=1 in multiple views, so that probabilities of la-
bel assignment over M possible class can be predicted.
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Table 2 Statistics of the Datasets

training validation
# of samples 3,321 368

# of unique genes 264 140

# of unique mutations 2,996 328

2.2 Validation Set

The Challenge consists of 2 stages and releases a training set and validation set in
stage-1. During stage-1, the labels of validation set are unknown and participants can
verify their performances via online submitting the classification results of the vali-
dation set. The stage-1 of this Challenge is conducted for a couple of weeks, while
the ongoing stage-2 conducted in the final week. For stage-2, the stage-1 training
data, validation data, and new online test data without labels are given. The stage-1
training set contains 3,321 gene mutation samples with 264 unique genes and 2,996
unique mutations. The validation set contains 368 gene mutation samples with 140
unique genes and 328 unique mutations. In total, we have 3,689 training samples
including 269 unique genes and 3,309 unique mutations. The detailed data statistics
for the training set and validation set can be found in Table 2.

The stage 1 validation data is used to generate the rankings on the Leaderboard
of the first stage. On the one hand, it can be used to extend the size of training set
during the second stage of this competition. On the other hand, we conduct offline
validation without submitting classification results using the validation set. In this
work, we denote the stage-1 training set (3,321 samples) by T r, and denote the
stage-1 validation set (368 samples) by T v. The online testing set for submission is
denoted by T s.

2.3 Evaluation Metric

The Challenge utilizes Logarithmic Loss (Log Loss) as the evaluation metric. It can
measure the performance of a multi-class classification model where the prediction
is a probability distribution over classes between 0 and 1. Mathematically Log Loss
is defined as:

− 1
N

Σ
N
i=1Σ

M
j=1yi jlog(pi j) (1)

where N is the number of samples, M is the number of the possible class label. yi j is
a binary indicator of whether or not label j is the correct classification for sample i,
and pi j is the output probability of assigning label j to instance i. By minimizing Log
Loss, the accuracy of the classifier is maximized. In other words, a smaller value of
the metric indicates a more accurate classifier.
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Fig. 3 The classification framework (best viewed in color). For data files are released by the
Challenge: training/testing variants and training/testing text. The three color arrows from data to
feature mining module indicate three aspects of feature engineering. Entity name features derive
from gene/mutation names provided in training/testing variants as well as text provided in train-
ing/testing text that can train word embedding model; document features are only derived from
text of samples given in training/testing text; entity text features need both training/testing variants
and training/testing text.

3 The Proposed Approach

Given the gene mutations and their associated articles, one straightforward approach
is to extract features directly from the documents and entity names. As we intro-
duced, this approach might suffer the limitation that two samples share same text
but have different class labels. Considering a gene BRCA1, it owns two possible
mutations: T1773I and M1663L in two different samples. And their gene muta-
tion types are Likely Loss-of-function and Likely Neutral, respectively. The article
descriptions, however, are exactly same for the two samples. The straightforward
document classification approach cannot work well in this case, since it is fairly
difficult for the classifier to categorize the samples into correct classes only via the
name of mutations (normally a few characters construct the names).

Figure 3 presents an overview of our multi-view framework for solving this prob-
lem. The original input data includes training and testing variants (the name infor-
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mation of gene mutations), training and testing texts (the associated articles3). In our
solution, we perform feature extraction and engineering from the following three
views:

• Document View: original documents associated with gene mutation samples (de-
noted by blue arrows in Figure 3);

• Entity text View: sentences globally extracted from the document collection as-
sociated with genes and mutations (denoted by green arrows in Figure 3);

• Entity name View: characters of the gene names and mutation names (denoted
by purple arrows in Figure 3).

After feature engineering, we first concatenate the gene text feature with muta-
tion text feature to represent each sample. In particular, xET

g and xET
m are concate-

nated to form the feature vector of entity text xET = xET
g ‖xET

m , where ‖ denotes
concatenation operation. Similarly, the feature vector of entity name is formed by
concatenation xEN = xEN

g ‖xEN
m . Then features from three views are combined to

train multiple classification models and generate multiple prediction results. Vari-
ous combination schema are explored to decide the feature sets with the best accu-
racy (see Section 4). The feature generation and combination will be introduced in
following sections.

3.1 Document View

3.1.1 Domain Knowledge

Domain knowledge usually provides extra priors for the classification task. To in-
corporate biomedical domain knowledge, feature dimensions indicating bioentities
and keywords are extracted.

Genes and mutations may have another alias in PubMed articles. Also, there are
more bioentities are not included in the name of samples but appears in the text. How
to use this bioentity information is critical. Thanks to a Name Entity Recognition
(NER) tool PubTator [23], we can extract the entity dictionary existing in the text
data. The PubTator is used to enrich the dictionaries of genes and mutations with
the abstracts of the related PubMed articles. The tool includes GeneTUKit [10],
GenNorm [22] and tmVar [21].

Additionally, apart from the document corpus provided by the challenge, we also
built a dictionary by Keywords extracted from related PubMed articles obtained from
OncoKB4. The underlying assumption is that the keywords detected from titles of
the related articles are the essential terms in the research domain. In particular, the
keywords are extracted from the titles of those articles by removing the stop words
and punctuations. The keywords dictionary has 3,379 unique words.

3 We use articles and documents interchangably in this paper
4 http://oncokb.org/
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3.1.2 Document-Level Feature

Although traditional feature engineering will always be staples of machine learning
pipelines, representation learning has emerged as an alternative approach to fea-
ture extraction. In order to represent a document by natural language modeling,
paragraph vectors or Doc2Vec [12] is exploited. Doc2Vec can be viewed as a gen-
eralization of Word2Vec [16] approach. In addition to considering context words,
it considers the specific document when predicting a target word, and thus it can
exploit the word ordering along with their semantic relationships. With a trained
Doc2Vec model, we can get a vector representation with a fixed length for any given
document with arbitrary lengths.

Doc2Vec provides two training strategies to model the context in documents,
which are distributed memory model (PV-DM) and distributed bag-of-word model
(PV-DBOW). PV stands for paragraph vector here. Given sequences of training
words in paragraphs, the PV-DM model is trained to get paragraph vectors, word
vectors, softmax weights and bias to maximize the probability of seen texts. The
difference between the two versions are: PV-DM simultaneously uses the context
words and a paragraph matrix to predict the next word while PV-DBOW ignores
the context words in the input but use the parameter matrix to predict words ran-
domly sampled from the paragraphs, which leads to less storage. As recommended
in [12], we combine the outputs of PV-DM with PV-DBOW together to achieve the
best performance (concatenation of 150 dimension PV-DM vector and 250 dimen-
sion PV-DBOW).

3.1.3 Sentence-Level Feature

When it comes to extracting features from very noisy long documents, filtering sen-
tences might be a choice to obtain effective knowledge. Regarding sentences men-
tioned the genes or mutations as key sentences, the context of key sentences is also
used to capture the useful information. The basic assumption behind is that words in
the same context tend to have similar meanings. For the reason that the articles have
sufficient sentences to satisfy the distributional hypothesis theory [8], we extend the
concept ”word” to ”sentence” for form contexts.

Considering a key sentence st and its Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF) feature vector xs,t , the context can be represented as concatena-
tion: xs,t−1‖xs,t‖xs,t+1 when the window size is set as 3. Then the representation for
documents in samples can be calculated by the average the key contexts. Here we
adopt average values and call the defined feature as sentence-level TF-IDF.

3.1.4 Word-Level Feature

Because of the importance, Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are four major
word types we considered in Part-of-Speech(PoS) Tagging [11, 5]. In the scenario
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Table 3 Dimensions of sentence-level and word-level features before and after using dimension
reduction.(the statistics is computed in document view)

Features Dimension
n/v./adj./adv. counts 9,868

ngram 9,473,363

sentence-level TFIDF 28,368

term frequency 9,456

n/v./adj./adv. counts+NMF 60

ngram+NMF 120

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD 100

term frequency+LDA 50

of genetic mutation classification, nouns could be the name of proteins, diseases,
drugs, etc. which serve as important cues for deciding mutation class. The verb
type includes most of the words referring to actions and processes such as interact,
affect, detect, and so on. In addition, adjectives are considered since they reflect
properties of nouns while adverbs might semantically reflect some discoveries or
conclusions like interestingly, consequently, or therefore. Our method takes all of
the word tokens as input with preprocessing steps including filtering out stop words
and punctuations, stemming and lemmatization, and PoS tagging. Then a dictionary
with 9,868 words of all the four types is constructed.

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is one of the common
used measure that computes the importances of each word in a document [14]. Tra-
ditionally, we are given a collection of N documents. TF-IDF scheme assigns to
term t a weight in document d given by tfidftd = tftd× idft , where inverse document
frequency can be defined as idft = log N

dft
. Document frequency dft means the num-

ber of documents in the collection that contain term t. Our new strategy is to embed
the discriminative power of each term. Intuitively the idft should be calculated by
class frequency, that is, idft = log M

cft
, where M is the number of class and cft the

number of classes that contain a term t.
Except for the designed novel TF-IDF, we compare several different value com-

putation methods such as word counts, TF, and TF-IDF based on bag-of-words to
determine their values.

3.1.5 Dimension Reduction

In general, original features based on bag-of-words or bag-of-n-grams may have
thousands of dimensions. For example, the dimension can reach more than 9 mil-
lion when we adapt unigram/bigram/trigram simultaneously. The designed features
and their corresponding dimensions are shown in the Table 3. To solve the prob-
lem for high-dimensional input, dimension reduction for feature vectors is taken
into account. Dimension reduction is the process of reducing the number of fea-
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Original Document View

(a)

Entity Text View

(b)
Fig. 4 A toy example of constructing the entity text view. Original document view is the data
provided by the Challenge. Entity text view is the extracted sentences from the overall documents
globally that mentioned the specific gene or mutation. The entity texts for gene mutations are
collected separately. The given example illustrates the view construction of a gene BRCA1 and its
mutation P1749R. Then we can understand the knowledge not only from the document view but
also from the entity text view.

tures [20]. On the one hand, it can help the classification models improving their
computational efficiency. On the other hand, it can reduce the noise and sparsity of
the raw features. Popular dimension reduction techniques including Singular-Value
Decomposition(SVD) [7], Non-negative Matrix Factorization(NMF) [13], and La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) [3] have been demonstrated promising results on
multiple text analysis tasks. Hence, SVD, NMF, and LDA are implemented in our
solution.

We combine the bag-of-words or bag-of-n-grams with SVD, NMF, or LDA, and
choose the feature combinations according to their achieved performance. Finally,
we obtain feature vectors with dimensionality 50, 60, 100, and 120. Table 6 reports
the detailed settings for dimension reduction. The feature vector from document
view is represented as xD.

3.2 Entity Text View

As we mentioned before, documents are too long and it would be helpful to analyze
the view of texts containing individual genes or mutations. Correspondingly, we
developed a two-step method including view construction and feature generation in
the procedure of entity text view.

3.2.1 View Construction

Figure 4 shows an illustrative example of entity text extraction. Basically, we firstly
match strings contains genes and mutations name in the documents and then extract
the sentences containing those strings. A trie tree-like fast string search algorithm
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named Aho-Corasick (AC) automaton [1] is adopted. The complexity of the AC
algorithm is linear O(n+m+ z), where n is the length of the strings, m is the length
of the texts that need to be searched, and z is the number of output matches. Without
AC automaton, the time complexity of exact string matching is O(n+ km) where
k is the number of patterns (genes or mutations in our scenario) that need to be
found, and hence it could take days to extract sentences with thousands of genes or
mutations from original text to entity text, which is computationally prohibitive. As
the computation complexity shown, AC automation is capable to solve the efficiency
problem to a large extent.

3.2.2 Feature Generation

Once the sentences containing gene or mutation names are extracted, we collect
all sentences mentioning a specific gene or a specific mutation as a separate entity
text. Then the document feature engineering approaches introduced in the last sub-
section can be applied to these entity texts to generate feature vectors. Fortunately,
both sentence-level features and word-level features show impressive performance
on the top of entity texts. Note that the sentence-level TF-IDF is changed use the
key sentences instead of context. Nevertheless, the assumption of document-level
features mining technique paragraph vector is not consistent with the entity view,
since it lacks rationale to optimize the paragraph vector [12].

We concatenate the gene feature vector xET
g and mutation feature vector xET

m to
get the combined feature vector xET = xET

g ||xET
m for a specific gene mutation sample,

as shown in Figure 3. For instance, suppose a gene and a mutation are given, the n-
gram feature for the given sample with a gene and a mutation is generated separately,
on the basis of their corresponding extracted text. Then the concatenated n-gram
vector can be used to represent the sample. The feature vector generated from entity
text view is represented as xET .

3.3 Entity Name View

Although most of the gene names and mutation names are short and are only consist
of few characters and numbers, the name itself contains useful information for clas-
sification. Two encoding approaches are designed to capture patterns from names,
which are character-level n-gram and word embedding.

3.3.1 Character-Level Feature

Different with word-level n-gram, we can set a large n (n= 8) as names are typically
short strings. As a consequence, the feature dimension is extremely high. We apply
SVD to reduce the dimensionality to 20. The other encoding approach uses label
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encoder is to transform the letters and numbers in gene or mutation name into digital
labels (112 in total) that can be used as feature directly.

3.3.2 Word Embedding Feature

Word embedding is a technique aiming at representing (embedding) words in a con-
tinuous vector space where semantically similar words are mapped to nearby points.
Representative word embedding techniques include Word2Vec [16] and GloVe [19].
The trained word embedding models can offer us feature vector representations for
each specific gene or mutation according to their names. In this task, we choose
Word2Vec (Skip-Gram) [17] because both Word2Vec and GloVe have similar classi-
fication performance during evaluation. The feature dimension for gene or mutation
name vectors is set to 200 according to cross-validation.

Similar to entity text view, the feature vector extracted from entity name view
is concatenated by gene feature vector xEN

g and mutation feature vector xEN
m , that is

xEN = xEN
g ||xEN

m . The feature vector generated from entity name view is represented
as xEN .

3.4 Classifiers

Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [6] is a famous machine learning tech-
nique for regression and classification problems. Based on boosting, it aims to find
an optimal model f (x) that satisfies the following equation:

f̂ (x) = argmin
f (x)

E[L(y, f (x))|x] (2)

for a given dataset, x ∈ Rd is an instance or sample. Using an additive strategy sim-
ilar to other ”boosting” paradigm, the functions f (x) can be learned by the model:

f̂ (x) = f̂K(x) = Σ
M
k=0 fk(x) (3)

where f0(x) is an initial guess and fk(x)K
1 are incremental functions. f̂ (x) = f̂K(x) :

Rd→R is the objective function of the model. K is the number of training iterations,
which also equals to the number of boosted trees. Then the function fk(x) contains
the structure of the tree and leaf scores, which is a sort of weak classification model
obtained at the k-th training iteration. In general, the tree boosting can be defined as
the objective function L with a training loss term and regularization term:

L = Σ
N
i=1l(yi,Σ

M
k=0 fk(xi))+Σ

M
k=0Ω( fk) (4)

where N is the number of samples and l is the Logarithmic Loss for multi-class clas-
sification in our scenario. To take advantages of feature vectors: xD, xET , and xEN ,
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Table 4 The details of feature combination for XGBoost models.

Model ID
Feature Combination

Document View Entity Text View Entity Name View

GBDT 1

n/v/adj./adv. counts n-gram+NMF word embedding

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF character-level encoding

n-gram+NMF

bioentity counts

GBDT 2

paragraph vector sentence-level TFIDF+SVD word embedding

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD character-level encoding

term frequency+LDA

bioentity/keywords counts

GBDT 3

n/v/adj./adv. counts sentence-level TFIDF+SVD word embedding

n/v/adj./adv.+NMF

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD

keywords counts

GBDT 4
n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF word embedding

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD character-level encoding

bioentity counts

we concatenate vectors from different views into a new vector x = xD‖xET‖xEN

Then the single-view classification models can be applied straightforwardly on the
concatenated vector. The symbol ‖ denotes concatenation operation on vectors from
views.

In practice, we exploit two effective versions of gradient boosting algorithms:
XGBoost5 and LightGBM6. XGBoost proposes to use a second-order approxima-
tion by Taylor expansion of the loss function for the problem optimization [4].
LightGBM can obtain a quite accurate estimation with a smaller data size and a
fewer feature number so that it speeds up the conventional GBDT. Particularly, the
specific gradient boosting algorithm in LightGBM we used is also GBDT. Through
feature combinations across the given three views, multiple GBDT classifiers are
trained independently.

4 Model Ensembles

Many existing successful stories on data challenges demonstrated that combining
multiple models together can gain better performance than a single model [2, 24].
The rationale behind our framework is to combine features mined from original

5 https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
6 https://github.com/Microsoft/LightGBM
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Table 5 The details of feature combination for LightGBM models.

Model ID
Feature Combination

Document View Entity Text View Entity Name View

GBDT 5
n/v/adj./adv. counts n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF word embedding

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF

n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF

GBDT 6

n-gram+NMF n-gram+NMF word embedding

n/v/adj./adv. counts character-level encoding

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF

bioentity counts

GBDT 7

n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF+SVD word embedding

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD

n-gram+NMF

GBDT 8
sentence-level TFIDF+SVD sentence-level TFIDF+SVD word embedding

n/v/adj./adv. counts character-level encoding

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF

keywords counts

GBDT 9
n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF word embedding

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD character-level encoding

bioentity counts

documents, entity texts, and entity names by different level features to form inputs
of prediction models, and thus we can get numerous prediction results from these
models (See Figure 3). By setting a threshold of the Logarithmic Loss score [15],
9 qualified models finally win in the comparisons. Table 4 and 5 show the feature
combinations used in training these models by XGBoost and LightGBM respec-
tively. Based on the results of basic models, ensemble strategies of 2 models, 3
models, and 9 models are applied. Through model ensemble, the system can even-
tually output a probability distribution over classes for each sample.

Formally, let p̂v
i j be the final prediction result of validation data for sample i of

label j and p̂s
i j be the final prediction result of testing data for sample i on label j.

They are computed by the linear combination of results of single models as:

p̂v
i j = Σcαc p̂v

i jc, αc > 0

p̂s
i j = Σcαc p̂s

i jc, αc > 0
(5)

where p̂v
i jc and p̂s

i jc is the predicted probability of validation data and testing data by
c-th single model. i is the index of triplet < gi,mi,di >, j is the index of class. αc is
the linear combination parameter for the c-th model, which is a positive weight.

Ensemble parameters αc are computed by different manners: brute force grid
searching and logarithmic loss minimization. The force grid searching quantizes the
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coefficient values in the interval [0,1] at increments of 0.01. It is an efficient way to
find α when we need to ensemble 2 or 3 models. On the other hand, the logarithmic
loss minimization problem on validation data can be mathematically defined as:

α = argmin
α

Logloss(Σcαc p̂v
c) (6)

In above minimization problem, the Logloss is defined by:

Logloss =− 1
N

Σ
N
i=1Σ

M
j=1yi jlog(pi j) (7)

where N is the number of triplet < g,m,d > observations, M is the number of class
label. It is consistent with the evaluation metric provided by the Challenge. One
limitation of the ensemble method is that it treats the classes equally important.
However, after statistical analysis, we find that the 9 classes are severely imbalanced.
In order to overcome the problem, we propose to use the loss computation on each
class to optimize its own weight αc j. Based on the Equation 6 and 7, the Logloss is
updated by:

Logloss =−Σ
M
j=1

1
N j

Σ
N j
i=1yi jlog(pi j) (8)

The new Logloss can help us to learn weight αc j for different classes and different
models. Also, we conduct a 9 model ensemble based on the improved ensemble
method.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Experimental Settings

In the empirical study, we apply two offline test strategies. The first strategy is stage-
1 splitting which divides the entire samples into 3,321 training samples and 368
validation samples as shown in Table 2; the second strategy is 5-fold cross valida-
tion on the overall 3,689 samples. To show the effectiveness, the evaluation metric
logarithmic loss is used, which have been introduced in Section 2.

5.2 Effects of Multi-View Features

In our method, features mainly come from three different views. To test the ef-
fectiveness of single feature, XGBoost implementation is utilized. In Table 6, the
features are inputted into the 9 basic gradient boosting models, their dimensions,
and performance on 5-fold cross-validation are shown. We test various bag-of-word
and bag-of-n-gram features with or without dimension reduction methods, and there
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Table 6 The dimensions and logarithmic loss scores obtained by the single feature in 3 views on
5-fold cross-validation.(The classifier is implemented based on XGBoost)

Views Feature Dimension 5-fold cv

Document View

bioentity counts 10,022 0.9914

keyword counts 3,379 0.9583
Doc2Vec 400 1.0037

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD 100 0.9939

n/v/adj./adv. counts 9,868 1.0018

n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF 9,868 0.9825

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF 60 1.0417

n-gram+NMF 60 1.0370

term frequency+LDA 50 1.0348

Entity Text View

sentence-level TFIDF+SVD 200 0.9815

n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF 9,868 0.9788
n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF+SVD 200 1.0055

n-gram+NMF 120 1.0029

Entity Name View
word embedding 200 0.9811

character-level encoding 40 1.1031

are 16 winner features in total built on three views. In each view, the most effective
single feature can be easily observed.

To compare two feature combinations of two views, we concatenate the fea-
tures obtained by the same extraction methods, i.e., two feature vectors of term
frequency+LDA are computed based on original documents and entity texts, respec-
tively. And then we train GBDT models to test the effects of multi-view features by
XGBoost implementation. Experimental results are presented in Table 7. Same fea-
ture derived from both document view and entity text view consistently outperforms
the one only generated from a single view. The empirical study can demonstrate the
effectiveness of using a complementary view.

Table 7 Result comparisons of feature generated from single view and double views on 5-fold
cross-validation. The double view contains document view and entity text view. (The classifier is
implemented based on XGBoost)

Feature Single View Double Views
n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF 0.9825 0.8558
sentence-level TFIDF+SVD 0.9939 0.8845

n/v/adj./adv. counts+NMF 1.0417 0.9029

n/v/adj./adv. TFIDF+SVD 1.0055∗ 0.8775

term frequency+LDA 1.0348 0.9098
∗ the score is based on feature in entity text view while others are computed in document view
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Table 8 Results of GBDT model in terms of logarithmic loss on 5-fold cross-validation and stage-
1 testing set

Model Id 5-fold cv Stage-1 test
GBDT 1 0.7068 0.5997

GBDT 2 0.6930 0.5638
GBDT 3 0.6870 0.5743

GBDT 4 0.6901 0.5657

Table 9 Results of GBM model in terms of logarithmic loss on 5-fold cross-validation and stage-1
testing set

Model Id 5-fold cv Stage-1 test
GBDT 5 0.7005 0.6090

GBDT 6 0.7121 0.6152

GBDT 7 0.6967 0.6139

GBDT 8 0.7028 0.6178

GBDT 9 0.7001 0.6006

Table 10 Results of 2 models ensemble by brute forcing grid search

Model 1 Id Model 2 Id weight 1 weight 2 5-fold cv
GBDT 1 GBDT 4 0.4 0.6 0.6786

GBDT 6 GBDT 7 0.4 0.6 0.6846

GBDT 1 GBDT 7 0.4 0.6 0.6762

5.3 Results of Basic Models

In the competition, 9 different models are used in the model ensemble. Correspond-
ing to the feature settings presented in Table 4 and 5, Table 8 and 9 shows the results
of basic gradient boosting models. For a fair comparison, all the models share the
same hyper-parameter setting. From the results, we can observe that GBDT models
implemented by XGBoost overall perform slightly better than those implemented
by LightGBM. Among the trained basic models using XGBoost, GBDT 3 has the
best performance as a single model on 5-fold cross-validation, while GBDT 2 has
the best performance on stage-1 testing set. The situation for LightGBM is that
GBDT 7 wins other models on 5-fold cross-validation while GBDT 9 outperforms
other models on stage-1 testing set.
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Table 11 Results of 3 models ensemble by brute forcing grid search

Model 1 Id Model 2 Id Model 3 Id weight 1 weight 2 weight 3 5-fold cv
GBDT 1 GBDT 2 GBDT 4 0.32 0.30 0.38 0.6738

GBDT 5 GBDT 6 GBDT 7 0.40 0.32 0.28 0.6818

GBDT 1 GBDT 4 GBDT 5 0.30 0.38 0.32 0.6695

Table 12 Results of 2 models ensemble by logarithmic loss minimization

Model 1 Id Model 2 Id weight 1 weight 2 5-fold cv
GBDT 1 GBDT 4 0.49 0.51 0.6796

GBDT 6 GBDT 7 0.49 0.51 0.6860

GBDT 1 GBDT 7 0.49 0.51 0.6771

Table 13 Results of 3 models ensemble by logarithmic loss minimization

Model 1 Id Model 2 Id Model 3 Id weight 1 weight 2 weight 3 5-fold cv
GBDT 1 GBDT 3 GBDT 4 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.6745

GBDT 6 GBDT 8 GBDT 9 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.6832

GBDT 1 GBDT 4 GBDT 7 0.32 0.30 0.38 0.6718

Table 14 Results of the ensemble 9 models by logarithmic loss minimization

Ensemble Method stage-1 test 5-fold cv
LogLoss Min 0.5547 0.6711

LogLoss Min cl 0.5506 0.6694

5.4 Results of Model Ensemble

Similarly, 5-fold cross-validation to the model ensemble is utilized here. In practice,
brute force gird search strategy and logarithmic loss minimization strategy are used
in the model ensemble. The combinations of basic models are shown in tables, if the
evaluation of Logloss scores less than a threshold. Table 10 and 11 respectively show
ensemble results as well as weights by brute force grid search strategy to ensemble
2 models and 3 models.

Table 12 and 13 respectively show 2 and 3 ensemble results under the target of
logarithmic loss minimization. The best model ensemble can be found in the results.
The improved logarithmic loss minimization considering the imbalanced labels are
also tested by 5-fold cross-validation. The results in Table 14 show that the improved
ensemble strategy can increase prediction accuracy on ensemble results of 9 models.
To compare the ensemble effects of 9 models to 2 models and 3 models, the Figure 5
plots the Log loss scores of main model ensemble methods concerned in this paper.
Among different strategies, 9 model ensemble is the final winner, which slightly
outperform the 3 model ensemble based on brute forcing grid search.
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Fig. 5 Experimental results of different model ensemble strategies on 5-fold cross validation.

6 Conclusion

The main contribution of our work is developing a comprehensive pipeline to per-
form gene mutation classification based on clinical articles. Our solution mines text
features from tree views including original document view, entity text view, and en-
tity name view. Various machine learning algorithms are exploited to generate text
features from perspectives of domain knowledge, document-level, sentence-level,
and word-level. In addition, word embedding and character-level encoding based
on entity names are adopted. Multiple GBDT classifiers with different feature com-
binations are utilized in ensemble learning to achieve a satisfying genetic mutation
classification accuracy. The reported results demonstrate that our multi-view ensem-
ble classification framework yields promising performances in this competition.
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